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a b s t r a c t 

The agile approach to projects focuses more on close-knit teams than traditional waterfall projects, which 

means that aspects of group maturity become even more important. This psychological aspect is not 

much researched in connection to the building of an “agile team.” The purpose of this study is to investi- 

gate how building agile teams is connected to a group development model taken from social psychology. 

We conducted ten semi-structured interviews with coaches, Scrum Masters, and managers responsible 

for the agile process from seven different companies, and collected survey data from 66 group-members 

from four companies (a total of eight different companies). The survey included an agile measurement 

tool and the one part of the Group Development Questionnaire. The results show that the practitioners 

define group developmental aspects as key factors to a successful agile transition. Also, the quantitative 

measurement of agility was significantly correlated to the group maturity measurement. We conclude 

that adding these psychological aspects to the description of the “agile team” could increase the under- 

standing of agility and partly help define an “agile team.” We propose that future work should develop 

specific guidelines for how software development teams at different maturity levels might adopt agile 

principles and practices differently. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Groups have existed as long as humans and our ability to

form and work in groups is key to our survival and develop-

ment. However, some people dislike working in groups because

group work can be cumbersome and involve conflict, hurt feel-

ings, and inefficiency. The reason why organizations want to or-

ganize work in group-form is because when a group is work-

ing well, it works extremely well compared to other work meth-

ods ( Wheelan, 2013 ). This aspect has been evident in software

engineering since the beginning of the field (see e.g. Weinberg

(1998) ), but more focus on these aspect have lately been called

for by some researchers ( Lenberg et al., 2015 ). One factor of why

software projects failed that is often mentioned has been the tra-

ditional approach to software development where projects, usually,

were considered to be “plan-driven” ( Petersen and Wohlin, 2010 ).

These methods come from systems engineering and other disci-

plines, and were established to coordinate large inter-operating

components. However, software does not function as hardware and
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ifferent standards were therefore introduced ( Boehm and Turner,

005 ). These new standards include many aspects of psychology

ince they are based on human interaction in order to deliver cus-

omer value faster ( Adkins, 2010 ). 

When changing to an agile method (e.g. eXtreme Program-

ing, Scrum, Lean etc.), where cooperation and a self-organizing

eam are central, some aspects of the modern workplace might

ause problems. If group members are unable to, e.g. be physically

resent during meetings, the aspect of human interaction becomes

arder to achieve and problems concerning communication, cul-

ure, trust, and knowledge management appear ( Jalali and Wohlin,

010 ). Because of the agile management technique, organizational

sychology issues have gotten more attention in software engineer-

ng ( Balijepally et al., 2006; Lenberg et al., 2015 ). This research

ims at explaining group psychological (and especially group de-

elopmental) aspects of building agile teams that could help in un-

erstanding why some agile transitions succeed and some do not. 

Over the years there have been many models within psychol-

gy on how groups behave. There seems to be a common pattern

f what happens to all human groups regardless of different sec-

ors or where they are located in the world ( Wheelan and Kessel-

ing, 2005 ). However, this is one of the first studies that investi-

ate group development in the software engineering domain, but
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ince the theory has been shown to be valid in most other fields

e see no reason why such a core concept of human behavior

ould not be present in the software engineering domain. The pat-

erns have been categorized into different stages and labeled dif-

erently by many researchers. Bion (1992) , for example, states that

 group always has two states; the work group, and the basic as-

umption group (consisting of dependency, fight-flight, and pairing

tages). Tuckman and Jensen (1977) defined a classic development

odel with the phases; forming, storming, norming, and perform-

ng. These stages perfectly correspond to the theory used in this

tudy and are described in the Section 2 in this paper. The reason

ehind this choice, was that it is an integrated model of group de-

elopment built on an extensive body of research. In addition, it is

lso the only evidence-based group development model known to

ate ( Wheelan and Hochberger, 1996 ). 

The study of psychological aspects of agile development is quite

 new research field and some studies have been conducted re-

arding agile methods in connection to culture ( Iivari and Iivari,

011; Tolfo and Wazlawick, 2008; Whitworth and Biddle, 2007;

olfo et al., 2011 ), personality traits ( McDonald and Edwards, 2007;

eger et al., 2008; Feldt et al., 2010 ), and job satisfaction ( Melnik

nd Maurer, 2006; Gren et al., 2014 ), but only one article has

een found on agile work-groups and group psychology ( Teh et al.,

012 ), in which they conclude that productive group norms give

etter results. One issue that often surfaces in the modern soft-

are development workplace is collocation. All teams need to mit-

gate challenges connected to being geographically spread out in

he same way. The solutions suggested by Noll et al. (2010) are

site visits, synchronous communication technology, and knowl-

dge sharing infrastructure to capture implicit knowledge and

ake it explicit.”

The relationships between people in groups and aspects of

roup maturity have been shown to have large effects on ef-

ectiveness, in fact, mature groups have been shown to perform

uch better in a diversity of fields, e.g. they finish projects

aster ( Wheelan et al., 1998 ). Students perform better on standard-

zed tests if the faculty work-group is at a mature development

tage ( Wheelan and Tilin, 1999; Wheelan and Kesselring, 2005 ),

nd intensive care staff functioning in a mature work-group save

ore lives ( Wheelan et al., 2003 ). All these studies have shown

hat paying attention to group development could help the group

o increase its performance and therefore, in the end, provide a

igher rate of what is considered project success. In the agile de-

elopment domain, an agile approach to projects has been shown

o be more successful ( Serrador and Pinto, 2015 ), which gives rise

o the question of if group maturity could be one key aspect of this

ifference in success. 

In order to clarify the concepts studied in this paper, we use

he term “group development” to refer to the developmental pro-

ess of getting a work-group to mature over time (also sometimes

alled the group maturity level). The difference is made clear in

ection 2.2 , but groups that score higher on the measurements

f the later development stages are considered more mature than

roups that score lower on these scales. “Performance” is con-

ected to group maturity since more mature teams have been

hown to perform better as compared to other teams, as described

arlier. The concept of “success” is twofold according to De Wit

1988) , one part being “project success,” which refers to an evalu-

tion against project criteria, and the other being “project manage-

ent success”, which includes performance. Since agility has been

hown to increase project success in software engineering and

roup maturity has been shown to be connected to group perfor-

ance, we believe that looking at the connections between group

aturity and agile teams, in the long run, could provide help-

ul guidance from group development psychology to agile project

anagement. 
The main contribution of this study is an in-depth analysis of

ualitative data showing how a lot of the agile coaches, Scrum

asters, and managers work with group development issues even

hough the developmental perspective of groups is not explicitly

escribed and empirically tested in the agile literature. Further-

ore, we collected survey data from 66 employees and correlated

 measurement of agility to that of group development and found

upporting evidence of the importance of adding the group devel-

pment perspective to the agile team models. 

.1. Research question 

This study has the following research question: 

• “How is group maturity connected to building agile teams?”

To answer this question we did a diversity of analyzes, both

ith interviews and surveys to investigate the connections and dis-

uss how the agile approach would benefit from adding the group

evelopmental dimension to its implementation theories. 

arlier research and publications. The issue of trying to measure

roup development and correlate it to agility has been a contin-

ous work for the authors of this paper. The first hurdle was to

nd a tool that could be considered as a valid measurement of

gility; but how can one measure something that is basically un-

efined and means different things to both researchers and practi-

ioners? We have not found many thoroughly validated agile mea-

urements, and we selected one of the well-cited tools to measure

agility,” based on the overview presented by Leppänen (2013) ,

nd a validation study conducted by Ozcan-Top and Demirors

2013) . As mentioned, one issue is the definition of agility since

e need to know what to measure. The reason why we chose

idky’s (2007) tool is that it provides a set of items in survey

orm that aims to measure the behavior connected to agile pro-

esses instead of having participants tick what practices they use

rom a list. We have also published a separate validation study

n that tool ( Gren et al., 2015b ), but our conclusions from that

tudy was that much work is needed to claim that such a tool

easures aspects of “agility.” Also, an overall correlation analy-

is between the group development questionnaire, developed by

heelan and Hochberger (1996) , and agility, as defined by Sidky

2007) , was published in Gren et al. (2015a ). All in all, the previous

ork showed some connections between the concepts but gave us

ittle insight of how/if the agile practitioners work on group devel-

pment when trying to build agile teams. 

Therefore, this study employes a different research strategy.

ince the measurement of agility has been shown to be contex-

ually dependent and tricky to measure quantitatively, we tried to

nd out how practitioners work on building agile teams in connec-

ion to group development through in-depth qualitative data gath-

red through interviews. In order to triangulate the concept we

till collected additional survey data and ran a correlation analy-

is of the agile categories as developed in Gren et al. (2015b ) and

he group development questionnaire Scale 4 mean values (see our

ork in Gren et al. (2015a) ). 

Since we do not know details about the connections between

roup development and agility this study is exploratory in its na-

ure and we aim at describing the connections we find in both the

ualitative and the quantitative data. 

Section 2 will outline group development research and present

he agility measurement used, Section 3 will present the method-

logy used in this paper, Section 4 will present the interview sum-

aries and interpretation of the qualitative data, but also survey

esults and the statistical tests conducted. Section 5 will discuss

esults, and, finally, Section 6 will present conclusions and suggest

uture work. 
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Fig. 1. The group development stages (adopted from Wheelan (2013) ). 
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2. Related work 

2.1. Groups and teams 

Keyton (2002) defines a group as: “three or more members that

interact with each other to perform a number of tasks and achieve

a set of common goals,” which means that large groups are in fact

a set of smaller subgroups and should be considered separately.

If a group consists of more than eight individuals it is less pro-

ductive than a smaller group ( Wheelan, 2009 ). A “work group”

consists of members that want to create a shared view of group

goals and develop a structure to achieve these goals. A “team”

is a work group that has shared goals and effective methods to

achieve them ( Wheelan and Hochberger, 1996 ). This implicates

that many work groups in organizations are not teams, and only

17% of all groups were considered teams in a study by Wheelan

and Hochberger (1996) . We have not found any more recent stud-

ies that surveyed a large number of teams, but possibly, the team-

based work focus in the last decades might have increased this

percentage, but we have not found any empirical support for such

a statement. Nor have we found any previous studies on group de-

velopment in software engineering, which means that we do not

have an estimate of how mature software engineering teams are

in relation to other fields. 

2.2. Wheelan’s integrated model of group development 

Many group development theories describe a dynamic view of

the group. Older theories, like the one presented by Bion (1992) ,

as well as newer group dynamic theory all evolve around a set of

stages that groups go through over time ( Wheelan and Mckeage,

1993 ). The theory used in this study presented by Wheelan and

Hochberger (1996) is actually an integrated model of group devel-

opment and is also branded as such (the model is called The Inte-

grated Model of Group Development, or IMGD). This model claims

to be cyclic but integrates all other four different types of models

(sequential, life-cycle, equilibrium, and adaptive models) and sees

these theories as stemming from differences in group types, group

tasks, time the groups had met together, lack of clarity of group

stages and phases, and issues of group progress versus reoccurring

themes ( Wheelan, 2005 ). Wheelan and Hochberger (1996) later

connected a survey to this model, called the Group Development

Questionnaire (or GDQ). This tool measures the maturity level of a

group in four different stages (see Fig. 1 ). These four stages which

will be presented in more detail next and the Group Development

Questionnaire will be explained in detail afterward. 

The first stage (Stage 1: Dependency and Inclusion or “Form-

ing”) consists of three main areas: “concerns about safety and in-
lusion,” “member dependency on the designated leader,” and “a

ish for order and structure.” There is a set of things the group

ave to do to fulfill these purposes, and the first part is to create a

ense of belonging and create a foundation of predictable patterns

f interaction. The behaviors and feelings in the first stage are cat-

gorized by concern about personal safety in the group, members

eek to be accepted by other members and the leader, they fear

ejection, and they communicate in tentative and polite ways. An-

ther aspect is the dependency on the designated leader. Mem-

ers will express a need for dependable and directive leadership

n the first stage. The members will view the leader as benevo-

ent and competent and expect the leader to provide direction and

ersonal safety. At this stage the leader is rarely challenged and is

ccepted as the leader by the group by the group members. Cohe-

ion and commitment to the group will be based on identification

ith the leader. In the beginning goals are not clear to members,

ut clarification is not sought. Role assignment is often based on

xternal status and first impressions rather than real competence

ith goal and task requirements. Most of the communication goes

hrough the leader and participation in the discussion is often lim-

ted to a few extroverted members. There is also an evident lack

f organization and group structure but conflict is minimal and

eople seem to agree on most topics. Deviation from emerging

orms is rare and so are subgroups and coalitions ( Wheelan and

ochberger, 1996 ). 

The second stage (Stage 2: Counter-Dependency and Fight or

Storming”) is a stage with conflict where such disagreements

ust occur in order to create clearer roles, and for the group to

reate a structure needed to be able to be constructive in the way

he group members work together. In this second phase, hard work

s needed to get though the conflicts, because shared views of val-

es, norms, and goals need to be put in place. In stage 2, exten-

ive work is needed to agree on these aspects and every mem-

er needs to participate for this to happen. The group must get

hrough conflict (opposition between ideas etc.) to develop a uni-

ed set of goals, values, and procedures. These conflicts happen

ecause differences of opinion regarding the rules of the game

i.e. group norms) are very likely to occur. Conflict is also nec-

ssary to build trust. Only by putting efficient conflict resolution

n place and by working on finding a unified culture, can the

roup collaborate well. When a group begins the second stage it is

ikely that they show dissatisfaction with roles and start to clarify

hem. Group members also show disagreement about strategies to

chieve task accomplishment and about the decision-making pro-

ess. In the end of the second stage there will be an increased con-

ensus about goals and culture, and conflict resolution, if success-

ul, will increase trust and cohesion in the group ( Wheelan, 2013 ). 
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The third stage (Stage 3: Trust and Structure or “Norming”) de-

elops a structure for the group where the roles are based on com-

etence instead of the initial need for safety or power. The com-

unication is more open and focused on the tasks. The third phase

s characterized by further mature negotiations about processes,

oles, and the group’s organization. When the groups are nego-

iating roles, organization, and processes, the goals will be much

learer and the group members will agree on them to a larger ex-

ent. Also the roles and tasks are adjusted to increase the probabil-

ty of goal achievement. The role of the leader is more consultative

nd less directive in this phase and the communication structure is

ore flexible. Task-oriented instead of relation-oriented content in

he communication is also visible here, and a greater tolerance for

ubgroups, cliques, and coalition is shown. Labor is also divided

etter between the group members. The conflicts do not disap-

ear but instead continue to occur, but the difference is that they

re managed more effectively. When the positive relationships are

uilt in the group there is an increase in trust and group cohe-

ion. Individual commitment to group goals and task is high and

oluntary conformity with the group norms upsurges. Deviation

rom the group will be accepted if considered helpful to the group

 Wheelan, 2013 ). 

The fourth and final stage (Stage 4: Work and Productivity or

Performing”) is when the group focuses on getting the job done

ell at the same time as the group cohesion is maintained over a

ong period of time. Teams that work 80% and put 20% into dealing

ith conflict and intra-personal issues are the most effective ones.

he team also encourages task related conflicts and focuses on de-

ision making. If a group reaches stage 4, and therefore becomes

 team, they become immensely productive as well as effective.

ork is done at all stages in group development, but in stage 4

here is a large increase in focus on task accomplishment. Excite-

ent in enjoying work is often present and an ease in getting work

one. Members of a team are usually thrilled and want stay work-

ng in the same way for as long time as possible. The norms usu-

lly include encouragement of high performance and quality and

he team expects to be successful. The team will also encourage in-

ovation and pay attention to details of its work. Making decisions

s a careful process at stage four that involves time spent on defin-

ng problems or decisions the group must solve or take. The team

lso spends time on planning how to do this and discussing the

ctual problems and decision before acting. The team will define

ecision-making methods that are participatory, and implement

nd evaluate its solutions and decisions. Periods of conflict are fre-

uent but brief because the team has developed effective conflict

anagement strategies. By getting, giving, and utilizing feedback

bout its effectiveness and productivity, the team can maintain its

igh performance. This is also done by evaluating the performance

egularly. The team also takes measures to avoid getting stuck in a

outine ( Wheelan, 2013 ). 

According to Sundström et al. (1990) and Guzzo et al. (1985) ,

he most effective interventions are goal setting and feedback that

ncludes attention to group development issues adapted to the cur-

ent group stage they are in. Groups can also pend between dif-

erent group development stages and when members change the

roup needs to rework parts of the development. This is also de-

endent on how many new members join and how many quit.

ne new member is easier to integrate than half of the members

 Wheelan, 2005 ). 

Some research has been conducted in software engineering re-

arding developers and personality traits (see e.g. McDonald and

dwards (2007) ; Seger et al. (2008) ; Feldt et al. (2010) ). However,

 recent mapping study analyzing 40 years of personality research

n software engineering, shows no congruent results ( Cruz et al.,

015 ). This could be due to the fact that personality traits have

een shown to vary over time ( Terracciano et al., 2005 ) and peo-
le can change their personality traits ( Hudson and Fraley, 2015 ).

ince people act differently depending on the level of their group’s

aturity, we believe the group developmental perspective might

dd to the understanding of the behavior shown by members of

gile software development teams. 

.3. The Group Development Questionnaire (GDQ) 

In our opinion, the largest contribution by Wheelan (2013) was

o connect a questionnaire to group development. In doing so it

as become possible to diagnose and pinpoint the current matu-

ity level of a group. Their survey has a total of 60 items and

rovides a powerful tool for research and interventions in teams.

he Group Development Questionnaire is divided into four differ-

nt parts. Each of them measure how much energy is put into each

tage of group development. The fourth part (GDQ4) measures

ork and productivity and has been shown to correlate with a di-

ersity of effectiveness measures in different sectors, e.g. groups

hat have high scores on GDQ4 finish projects faster ( Wheelan

t al., 1998 ), students perform better on standardized test if the

aculty team has high scores on GDQ4 ( Wheelan and Tilin, 1999;

heelan and Kesselring, 2005 ), and intensive care staff saves more

ives ( Wheelan et al., 2003 ), i.e. the measurement seems to be valid

cross fields. 

.4. Agility measurement 

When looking for a way to measure agility we believe a value-

riven tool is better than methods suggested by Kurapati et al.

2012) or Korhonen (2011) , because their methods let individuals 

ick what practices they use, instead of asking about behavior con-

ected to the agile practices that implements the agile principles.

his means that even individuals without knowledge of agile terms

an reply to the survey. However, as mentioned in Section 1 , a fun-

amental problem of agile maturity measurement models is that

hey are not scientifically validated ( Leppänen, 2013 ). 

Some research show that a software engineering process

hange is far from clear to the organization. Also, the cultural

hanges described in the Agile Manifesto and research conducted

y e.g. Ranganath (2011) ; Tolfo et al. (2011) shows that agility has

oth concrete practices, but that these can be implemented with-

ut the desired effects, if the culture is not also changed on a

eeper level. Cultural changes in organizations imply behavioral

hanges that take time and the aspect of face-to-face communi-

ation stated as utterly important in the study by Williams (2012) ,

hows that agility is very hard to transition to if people do not

eet face-to-face. This also shows the complexity of introducing

uch methods and habits, core values, beliefs, priorities, politics,

ttitudes, perceptions, and assumptions often take a huge effort to

hange ( Kotter, 2007 ). 

Ozcan-Top and Demirors (2013) somewhat validated different

gile maturity models on six different aspects, namely fitness

or purpose, completeness, definition of agile levels, objectivity,

orrectness, and consistency, and Sidky’s (2007) Agile Adoption

ramework was given the best result in their study. Jalali et al.

2014) also showed that the same agile measurements give dif-

erent results with practitioners, a result that was also shown by

hronis and Gren (2016) where they tested three different tools

or convergent validity. These different tools, stated to measure

he same agile practices, gave totally different results with exactly

he same teams. This motives our qualitative approach to assessing

gility and its connection to group development. 

We would like, again, to highlight the issue with measuring

gility since it is an ambiguous construct, and in a very recent

tudy by Dikert et al. (2016) they show that scientific studies on

arge-scale agile transformation are rare. In addition, quantitative
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Table 1 

Participants in the study. 

Survey participation (#) Interview (#) 

Company A Yes (28 individuals from 3 teams) Yes (1) 

Company B No Yes (1) 

Company C No Yes (1) 

Company D Yes (17 individuals from 4 teams) Yes (1) 

Company E No Yes (1) 

Company F No Yes (2) 

Company G Yes (13 individuals from 3 teams) Yes (3) 

Company H Yes (8 individuals from 2 teams) No 

Total 66 individuals from 12 teams 10 
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measurements of agile transformations tend to only focus on ex-

ternal hard metrics and do not explore the key human factors of

successful transitions (see for example Olszewska et al. (2016) ). Ag-

ile maturity or agile maturity levels are, of course, then also very

difficult to assess. However, we believe that some behavior could

be considered more “agile” than the more traditional approaches

to projects. This spectrum of agile behavior is how we define agile

maturity or “levels” of agility in this paper. 

Sidky’s (2007) Agile Adoption Framework defines which agile

methods an organization is ready to use based in its agile poten-

tial. The other existing methods are not usable for generalizations

according to Sidky since they are merely anecdotal success stories.

Boehm and Turner (2003) presented a framework that is criticized

by Sidky since they assess agile methods in its generic form and

not the practices used. Sidky’s framework is divided into “agile

levels,” “principles,” “practices and concepts,” and “items or indi-

cators.” The agile level is a set of practices that are related to each

other and leads to the realization of a core agile value. The ag-

ile principles are taken from the agile manifesto and are needed

to make sure that the development process is agile (the principles

used are derived from the basic and common concepts of all agile

methods, since they are taken from the definition of agility). The

agile practices and concepts are methods that can be used in the

agile processes. 

Recently, Gren et al. (2015b ) partly validated the Agile Adoption

Framework and suggest new categories for Sidky’s (2007) items.

These new categories were used in the data analysis in this paper

(see Gren et al. (2015b ) for more details). The items used in this

study is also presented in the Section 3 of this paper. However,

because of the mentioned difficulty in measuring agility quantita-

tively we only use this result as an addition to our in-depth inter-

view analysis of the agility and group development relationship. 

3. Method 

This section presents the method used to assess agility, group

maturity, and correlate these measurements. 

3.1. Participants 

This study was conducted with SAP America Inc. and they me-

diated most of the contacts. The contacts were mediated through

an internal experience forum online but the researchers did not

select certain teams nor had any relation to the participants. A de-

tailed table of the participant and what type of data collected from

each company is shown in Table 1 . 

We will now present some context and company background

for the participating companies and interviewees. The company de-

scriptions are taken from the interview transcripts and are the in-

terviewees own descriptions of the context of their work. 
.1.1. The agile journey at Company A 

Company A was using an agile approach within their busi-

ess and IT projects, such as customer configuration or process

mprovement within their SAP implementations. Before this ap-

roach they had never used a well-defined or strict project man-

gement structure, but instead a more schedule-driven or “loose

aterfall” approach. When planning projects the culture had been

hat the initial estimates were fixed and committed to. The culture

till somewhat had a control mechanism to project management

round the agile projects. Their agile journey started with smaller

ilot projects, and the intention had been to begin with three ag-

le teams, but they started ten at the same time. At the moment of

his research they had ten agile projects running and were using a

ailored version of Scrum and Kanban. The biggest challenge at the

oint of this research was to adhere more to the agile principles

nd to change more of the organizational thought process, rather

han the practices. 

nterviewee at Company A . The interviewee from Company A was

n enterprise agile coach and was leading the entire agile imple-

entation. The interviewee was currently working on changing the

entality of other managers in the organization and getting them

ot to dictate a date and budget to the projects without involving

he team. The interviewee had recently been trying to focus more

n the agile principles and the twelve values and reinforcing the

crum model to the project work across the company. Trying to

hift focus from “what” to “why” they had a certain practice and

lso to spread the concept of continuous improvement. 

.1.2. The agile journey at Company B 

Company B had its own IT organization that participated in this

esearch. They were working with Product Life-cycle Management

PLM) but had started leveraging an agile approach to their SAP

mplementations. They had used a strict management approach

o these implementations before with a classical Enterprise Re-

ource Planning (ERP) waterfall process with well-defined stages

nd gates. Their concern was that if they did not get their ini-

ial data model right from the beginning the changes became very

ostly. Therefore, they had started looking at prototyping and the

gile approach to projects. They had started with one agile pilot

roject that they had evaluated afterward. At the time of this re-

earch they had four agile projects running in parallel and they

ad more strongly started to define their agile process with re-

ease planning, user stories, and tracking tools. Their Project Man-

gement Office (PMO) was currently working on creating an agile

ethodology with tools that was to be available to the entire or-

anization. Since the agile journey had started with just one low-

rofile pilot project, they had not been able to involve agile con-

ultants, which was also described as challenging in the beginning.

he current challenges were the company ecosystem since they

ad had to start with one project only, which meant that, to the

urrounding organization, the sprint team had been “just another

lient.”

nterviewee at Company B . The interviewee from Company B was a

art of the IT organization and was a project manager. The inter-

iewee was currently managing a very large execution project, but

as also responsible for the whole ERP delivery at the company.

he interviewee was already an experienced project manager but

ad come across agile during studies both on and off work. The in-

erviewee was the one that had suggested an agile approach to the

ompany and had started the first pilot project, in which a tailored

ethodology had been tested in order to fit the company ecosys-

em. 
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.1.3. The agile journey at Company C 

The reason for looking at an agile approach at Company C was

o deliver value to customers and engage internal and external cus-

omers more. Traditionally, they had had more of a waterfall ap-

roach to projects but more or less depending on where in the

rganization. The benefits they saw at the point of the interview

ere an increasing throughput, shorter cycle time to deliver, and a

roduct that was more in line with what the end-users wanted.

hey also experienced a better partnership between IT and the

usiness side. At the point of the interview, they had daily stand-

ps, release planning, reviews, retrospectives, story grooming and

print planning. 

nterviewee at Company C . The interviewee from Company C was

he overall responsible for the agile transition working with an ex-

cutive in order to shepherd that process. They had invested in ag-

le coaches and external experts in order to get started, but then

hey had conducted and had improved their process internally. 

.1.4. The agile journey at Company D 

Company D was described as a follower and had had a rig-

rous methodology mostly, with long projects of twelve to four-

een months or even longer time to delivery. These long lead times

ad often not satisfied the customer requirements or they had ex-

eeded their budget. People in the organization had heard about

gile project management and they had eventually hired a third-

arty consultant and had conducted a pilot with one enhancement

roject. The developers had paired with the vendor’s developers

o learn the practices and the behavior. At the point of this re-

earch, the organization had been on a lean journey for five to

even years and they connected that experience to the agile prin-

iples in a three-day course before they started their agile teams.

hey were not implementing vanilla Scrum, but they still had iter-

tions, daily stand-ups, retrospectives, and measured velocity even

f they did not have two-week sprints. They saw a challenge in

ransitioning from waterfall to agile since they still somewhat had

he old culture of defining all the requirements before the devel-

pment started. 

nterviewee at Company D . The interviewee from Company D was

art of the company’s enterprise IT division and involved in new

evelopment and support work, but also worked with responsibil-

ties in the delivery of business capabilities. The interviewee was

n the development side and had been for a couple of years, and

anaged the project managers. 

.1.5. The agile journey at Company E 

Company E had had challenges with aligning the business re-

uirements with the IT part of their company. They had had low

ransparency in their process and had built whatever was the most

rgent at the time, i.e. little formalization and quite ad hoc. The

gile journey started with one manager taking a Scrum Master

lass and trying out the Scrum framework in a pilot project with

 team of four members. At the point of this research, they had

pplied Scrum or agile concepts to multiple areas but the longest

as within IT portfolio management. They used a product backlog

n form of a bulletin of stories available across functions with a

esignator of the department who acted as a product owner if a

equest was made. They also did sprint planning, but in two steps;

he first being a review of the prioritized backlog and tracking of

hroughput, and then, in a second meeting, they had task planning

n order to commit to a set of tasks for the coming three-week

print. They, recently before the interview, went from having daily

tand-ups with four people to 16 people invited, which increased

he length from 5 or 10 min–20 min. 
nterviewee at Company E . The interviewee from Company E was

anaging the team that was responsible for the project portfolio

anagement process, which also meant that the interviewee was

esponsible for the agile transformation. The focus was on the large

nitiative but they had started with small enhancement production

upport work with a pilot. The introduction of agile to that team

as by sending them to a two-day training, one day at an exter-

al organization to learn the framework, and one internal train-

ng workshop to describe how to apply the framework within their

wn organization. 

.1.6. The agile journey at Company F 

The first interviewee was from a part of the organization where

hey were still in a pilot phase following a fixed list of require-

ents. Therefore, they only leveraged Scrum for their IT resource

asks. The second interviewee was from the IT organization at

ompany F that had around 800 employees. The PMO organization

ad around 25 project managers that were traditionally focused on

 waterfall methodology. Two years before this research was con-

ucted, the CIO had heard about agile projects and had decided

hat the organization was to contact a consultancy firm in order to

nvestigate the possibilities further. At the time of the interviews,

hey had agile start-up squads that initially worked side-by-side

ith the teams until the new agile teams were more or less in-

ependent. They had a high level of engagement in the beginning

nd sometimes also actually facilitated the stand-ups, the iteration

lanning, and the retrospectives until the Scrum Master was con-

dent enough to take over. The biggest benefits they had seen so

ar were visibility and accountability and stated that they saw ag-

le as more disciplined than waterfall because of these factors. At

he point of this research they had a range of both traditional wa-

erfall projects and agile dittos. Their traditional approach was not

escribed as very strict and they called it “free-fall” instead of wa-

erfall, since they often did not have formal stages. The strictness

epended on what the project manager wanted. 

nterviewee 1 at Company F . The first interviewee from Company

 was the team leader of a team supporting order management,

ricing, and configuration management for the sales and distribu-

ion area. 

nterviewee 2 at Company F . The second interviewee from Com-

any F was a part of the PMO focused on UK and North America

nd responsible for the agile implementations. 

.1.7. The agile journey at Company G 

Three different employees participated from Company G . The

rst one was from a context where they created application to aid

he implementation of an ERP system. The reason why they had

tarted with an agile approach was in order to have more cus-

omer contact during the development but also in order to de-

elop and deliver faster. The team in this context was described

s being different with regards to some aspects, mainly being that

he developers were not collocated and not 100% dedicated to the

roject. These aspects were described as being the cause of some

hallenges when they needed fast delivery. The Scrum framework

as used to provide the intense communication needed to finish

he projects faster, but also in order to get all stakeholders on

he same page. Before using an agile approach, they had used a

raditional waterfall process. Their agile framework included daily

crums, sprint planning, reviews, retrospectives, and a burn-down

hart. Their requirements remained fairly stable over time during

 project and did not change in unpredictable ways. 

The second interviewee worked with two different teams; one

orked on service development and the other created mobile ap-

lications. They had one product owner for both teams who prior-

tized the backlog, and they had two-week sprints. They did sprint
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planning, review, daily meetings, and weekly meetings with the

product owner and the teams. The teams had been formed as

agile teams directly and therefore they had not used any other

methodology before with these specific teams. The benefits that

they did not think they would have had with a tradition process,

were the proximity with the project owner and to get feedback

from the customer continuously. The biggest challenge described

at the point of this research, was the “done” criteria since it meant

different things to different roles. Now they discussed this issue

and re-defined “done” as finalized, tested, and reviewed. 

The third interviewee was in the global IT organization of the

company and the teams created new solutions for implementa-

tion projects. The current project had started one year before

this research was conducted and was described as different from

the other projects since it was business-driven instead of driven

technically. The current project was described as very innovative,

which was also stated as the reason for having implemented an

agile process. The Scrum or agile methodology had been undefined

at the beginning of the project and a lot of experience in the pre-

vious year had been used to improve their current process. The fo-

cus on adopting continuous improvement was described as one of

the most useful practices in place. They stated that they were im-

plementing the Scrum framework well and were content with the

process and with their agility in general. One challenge in the be-

ginning had been to convince the business organization of the ben-

efits of an agile approach, but at the point of the interview, they

stood behind the process and were actively checking the backlog

and also accepted the backlog as the leading artifact for projects. 

Interviewee 1 at Company G . The first interviewee from Company

G was part of a relatively new organization within the company.

They worked within business analytics in a group focused on de-

ployment of new solutions. The interviewee was the Scrum Mas-

ter/project manager (the lead of the development process) of one

team at the time. The interviewee had been involved in five such

projects using the Scrum framework. The interviewee was the one

that introduced an agile development processes at the organization

after taking a Scrum Master training and then educating the team.

Interviewee 2 at Company G . The second interviewee from Com-

pany G was the Scrum Master of two teams. The interviewee had

previous experience with the Scrum framework, which was a re-

quirement for the current employment. The teams had no external

training but had been trained on the job by the interviewee. 

Interviewee 3 at Company G . The third interviewee from Com-

pany G was part of the global IT organization at the company

and responsible for the development process. The interviewee had

started by taking an internal agile and Scrum training course but

had also later taken a Scrum Master training class. The interviewee

was the Scrum Master of a team working on new solutions for ap-

plication services, but half of the team was from IT and half was

from the business side. 

3.1.8. The agile journey at Company H 

This company only participated in the survey so the following

background is taken from a shorter, unrecorded, phone interview with

the Scrum Master of the participating project and was written down

and summarized afterward. The reason why the Scrum Master was

not contacted again was that top management stopped the project as

a part of a larger effort to save money, shortly after the survey was

filled in. 

The project consisted of developing an existing enterprise sys-

tem. The system was the first enterprise system project they had

had in the organization. The software under development was a

safety-critical system and the organization wanted to integrate it
nto the rest of the organization. The organization still used a tra-

itional stage-gate waterfall system, and they all had to adapt to,

nd work against, that rigor. The gates were fixed and they had to

alculate an end-cost for the entire project. The idea was then to

ork with agile methods in-between the gates. The business part

f the project had been going on for half a year, and the project

ad two-week sprints with specifications in connection to these.

hey always met at a meeting on day five, where the requirements

ere written down and documented (user stories for requirements

ere not being used). They received requirements from their prod-

ct owner within the organization who ultimately decided their

riority. The also used prototypes and the first mockup had been

hown to the customer very early in the project life-cycle. 

.2. Interviews 

The interviews were semi-structured and set out to identify as-

ects of the agile transitions that might not have surfaced in the

urvey, as well as providing a deeper investigation of the group

evelopment and maturity in connection to these agile transitions.

he questions were of comparative nature in order to investigate

he differences between their earlier process and what changed

hen the agile approach was introduced in the company. The main

uestions asked were: 

• What is the agile history of the organization and why did you

choose to implement agile practices in the first place? 
• What methods were used before that? 
• What agile methods do you use now and why? 
• What do you think is working/not working and why? 
• How much training was conducted in connection to changing

to agile methods? 
• Do you see a difference in how high performing teams adopt

agile compared to newer or less mature teams? 
• Do you think that agile methods affect group cohesion? 
• Do you see increased job satisfaction? 
• Are the teams collocated and, if not, what are the challenges of

geographically spread out group members? 
• How are the agile practices combined with the surrounding en-

vironment within the organization? 

The interviews were conducted over teleconference and

ecorded with the permission of the interviewee. The interviews

ere transcribed word for word and then a content analysis was

onducted by the first author to find statements regarding the

ransition to an agile approach with regard to the presented as-

ects of group development theory. The content analysis involved

arking statements under the categories that were related to

uilding agile teams, and calculating how many interviewees that

ad mentioned the same aspect. A summary of the interview re-

ult is found in Section 4.1 . 

.3. Surveys 

The surveys used in this study were the developer survey as

uggested by Sidky (2007) presented earlier in the new categories

s suggested by Gren et al. (2015b ) with the scale 4 part of

he Group Development Questionnaire ( Wheelan and Hochberger,

996 ) added in the beginning (six factors/groups of items in total).

he agility survey for developers and the GDQ scale 4 were put

ogether in online surveys containing 31 items in total for group-

embers (from both collocated and distributed agile teams) to an-

wer on a Likert scale from 1 to 5 (where 1 = low agreement, and

 = high agreement to the statement). It was the manager who

elected which agile teams to have participate in the study, but we

equested that they would select different types of teams with re-
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ards to performance/maturity. All the items from the agility mea-

urement are presented below. 

There is an overlap between quantitative data from our earlier

ublications and this study. The preliminary results published in

ren et al. (2015a ) consisted of 45 employees from two of the

ompanies also included in this study. A subset of the data was

lso used in the validation study published in 2015 ( Gren et al.,

015b ). This paper has an addition of 21 data points (47% more)

or the quantitative part. The analysis of data on factor-level in the

orrelation matrix is also new in this study. 

In order to say which group stage a group is in, the whole 60-

tem GDQ survey must be used. However, it is possible to only

easure the degree of effective group work by using scale four of

DQ. That scale was used to correlate the GDQ to other effective-

ess measures, like e.g. patients’ outcomes in emergency surgery

eams ( Wheelan et al., 2003 ). This boils the number of items down

o 15, which makes the time put into the study by participants

inimal. Only three example questions are presented here due to

opyright reasons, however, it includes the three facets “Effective

rganization” (how well the group organizes its work), “Culture, 

orms, values” (productive group norms, participatory and open

ulture, and values), and “External relations” (how the group in-

egrates with the surrounding ecosystem). 

roup development example questions from scale 4 (Work and pro-

uctivity). 

• The group gets, gives, and uses feedback about its effectiveness

and productivity. 
• The group acts on its decisions. 
• This group encourages high performance and quality work. 

gility factor 1 (Dedication to teamwork and results). 

• You are willing to dedicate time after each iteration/release to

review how the process could be improved. 
• You are willing to undergo a process change even if it requires

some reworking of already completed work products. 
• Your team members seek your input on technical issues. 
• In a group meeting, the customer suggested something about

the product. You disagree and have a better idea; it is accept-

able for you to express disagreement with your customer and

suggest something better. 
• Your manager seeks your input on technical issues. 

gility factor 2 (Open communication). 

• There should be a mechanism for persistent knowledge sharing

between team members. 
• People should use a wiki or a blog for knowledge sharing. 
• When you run into technical problems, you usually ask your

team members about the solution. 
• The organization values you and your expertise. 

gility factor 3 (Agile planning). 

• You usually participate in the planning process of the project

you are working on. 
• You participate in the planning process of the project you will

work on. 

gility factor 4 (Leadership style). 

• Your manager listens to your opinions regarding technical is-

sues. 
• Your manager encourages you to be creative and does not dic-

tate to you what to do exactly. 
• You do a better job when choosing your own task on a project
instead of being assigned one by your manager. a
gility factor 5 (Honest feedback to management). 

• If your manager said or did something wrong, it is acceptable

for you to correct and/or constructively criticize him/her face to

face. 
• It is acceptable for you to express disagreement with your man-

ager(s) without fearing their retribution. 

.4. Procedure 

We conducted ten interviews of 30–45 min in length with a

anager of seven out of eight participating companies with an

verall perspective of their journey towards working with an ag-

le approach. The main reason for interviewing managers was to

et deeper qualitative data on both agility and group maturity in

he organizations. 

The surveys were sent out to the employees via email by their

anager. The survey was created as an online questionnaire and

he link to it was shared in the email. The responses were anony-

ous and not seen by the manager. The survey started with the

DQ4 questions followed by the agility survey for developers. It

as sent to 109 employees in total of which 66 replied, i.e. a re-

ponse rate of 61%. This response rate is above average (52.7%)

ithin organizational research ( Baruch and Holtom, 2008 ). One re-

inder was sent via email by one of the managers (from one

f the organizations). Filling out the survey took approximately

0 min and all the questions were compulsory. 

.5. Quantitative data analysis 

The first step to see if there is a connection between agility and

roup development was published in Gren et al. (2015a ). The cur-

ent study’s analysis contains 47% more data points and is divided

nto the factors found in Gren et al. (2015b ). However, with this

elatively small sample the quantitative part of this study should

nly be seen as a supporting complement to the qualitative analy-

is, that does not seem to contradict our other findings. 

GDQ is a thoroughly validated tool ( Wheelan and Hochberger,

996 ), but the agility measurement is not. Based on the validation

tudies of GDQ ( Wheelan and Hochberger, 1996 ) the effect size is

onsidered high in this case. According to Cohen (1992) , a multi-

le correlation analysis with 6 variables needs a sample size of N

 45 for α = 0.05 and Power = 0.80. The agile factors from Gren

t al. (2015b ) were correlated to the overall GDQ Scale 4 mean val-

es, and based on a sample size of N = 66 , we would get a power of

9% if we have a high effect size of 0.5. The main issue here is that

e have relatively few data points from four different context (or

ompanies), so the effect size could be expected to be lower, how-

ver, even with an effect size of 0.4 we would have a 92% chance

f finding an effect, if there is one (statistical power = 1 − β). For

ore details on prospective power analysis, see e.g. Murphy and

yors (2004) . 

In order to evaluate if the data was normally distributed we

lotted frequency diagrams for all the six factors (see Fig. 2–7 ). We

aw some concerns with skewed data and ran the Shapiro-Wilk

est for normality (see Table 2 ), which were significant for all fac-

ors, i.e. we had an issue with the normality assumption. Therefore,

e chose to use Spearman’s ρ instead of Pearson’s r in our corre-

ation analysis, since it is based on ranks instead and is therefore

onparametric, i.e. does not assume any distribution. Spearman’s ρ
lso allows, and compensates for, tied ranks. 
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Fig. 2. Frequency histogram for the factor GDQ Scale 4 mean values. 
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Fig. 3. Frequency histogram for the factor Dedication to Teamwork and Results. 

Table 2 

Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality ( N = 66 ). 

Shapiro-Wilk test statistic Sig. 

GDQ Scale 4 mean values 0.935 0.002 

Dedication to Teamwork and Results 0.957 0.023 

Open Communication 0.900 0.0 0 0 

Agile Planning 0.878 0.0 0 0 

Leadership Style 0.906 0.0 0 0 

Honest Feedback to Management 0.879 0.0 0 0 
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Fig. 4. Frequency histogram for the factor Open Communication. 
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Fig. 5. Frequency histogram for the factor Agile Planning. 
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4. Results and analysis 

4.1. Summary of the results from the interviews 

The following themes emerged from the open-ended questions

in the interviews and in the analysis below we connect these

themes to group development theory. 

• Increase in job satisfaction 

• Situational leadership 

• Collocation issues 
• The discipline of agile project management 
• Teams already agile before implementing agile practices 
• Explicit group developmental aspects 
•
 Personality  
The results are first summarized and then exemplified by one

r a couple of quotes. When an interpretation or analysis is pro-

ided in connection to group development or maturity this text is

ritten in italics . 

ncrease in job satisfaction. Since work satisfaction has been shown

o correlate to higher values of GDQ4, and there are some stud-

es showing that job satisfaction is higher on agile teams (see

ection 1 ), we asked all the interviewees if they see an increase

n job satisfaction with the implementation of agile practices and

alues in connection to building their agile teams. All of the ten

nterviewees said that they had seen, or experienced, higher job

atisfaction since they changed to an agile approach. When asked

hy they believe the job satisfaction increased, four interviewees

tated the empowerment of the team members as the main reason.

hese interviewees used terms like “feeling of ownership,” “influ-

nce,” “involvement in decisions,” “seeing the progress,” “visibil-

ty,” and “autonomy.”

“Our developers, you know, giving them the autonomy and let

them be self-directing and responsibility and authority so they

can influence what they do and how they do it, and also how

they work together, those folks who have been working on

these teams have a much higher work satisfaction, then they

did in their developer roles before.” [Team Lead/Scrum Master].
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Fig. 6. Frequency histogram for the factor Leadership Style. 
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Fig. 7. Frequency histogram for the factor Honest Feedback to Management. 
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For all group members to engage on such high level, the group

robably needs to be at the later stages of group development. 

Seven interviewees mentioned the team spirit as being the

ain reason for the increase in job satisfaction (one interviewee

entioned both empowerment and team spirit). One interviewee

pecifically mentioned the effects of having cross-functional teams

ith the business side represented in the team. The “us versus

hem” mentality had therefore disappeared. Two other intervie-

ees stressed how teams focusing on being collaborative and self-

rganized show higher job satisfaction than the teams that do not.

wo interviewees also made the explicit connection themselves of

ow the agile approach enables and gets the team to get together

nd create team spirit. 

“Yeah, we’ve actually had some discussions about that: people

just think it’s more fun to be on an agile team. They enjoy be-

ing on what I call a close-knit team, more than if they are just

off doing their tasks without much group interaction. So yeah

we have seen that, well they just describe it as having more

fun. I think that’s a collection of the relationships and the col-

laboration and the sense of team when they’re together as an

agile project or team.” [Agile responsible at a PMO]. 

“Yes, I believe simply because it’s more satisfying for people to

work in such a team that maybe then also the team develop-
ment is easier or faster.” [Scrum master at a global IT organiza-

tion]. 

Two interviewees also mentioned stress as a factor that is dif-

erent as compared to more traditional project management. How-

ver, one interviewee stated that stress was lower due to the sta-

le work rhythm and the concept of the manageable increment

nd not worrying about future deliveries. The other interviewee

entioned an increased stress with agile because of prototyping.

owever, that same interviewee later mentioned that their prod-

ct owner was unavailable and brought changes to the review

eetings instead of earlier when the team welcomed them, which

ould indicate that this was due to the product owner not acting

s expected in Scrum. 

ituational leadership. All interviewees were very engaged in their

eams and seemed to have reflected to a large extent on what the

eams might need in order to increase their effectiveness and well-

eing. One key in agile processes is the self-organization of teams, but

roup psychology shows us that teams need leadership and also dif-

erent kind of leadership depending on the group development stage.

wo interviewees explicitly described some of their behavior as

non-agile” and apparently felt a need to explain that they saw a 

eed from the team to be managed at some points in time (espe-

ially in the beginning of projects). 

“I don’t know if I go beyond agile, but I think I probably go be-

yond the typical Scrum Master role. I really try to mentor the

team and I try to help them work out conflicts, and if I see that

there’s some risk somewhere, I call them on it. I sort of take

on a team lead role. I don’t know if that’s pure Scrum Master,

I’m a project manager and developer team lead. /.../ I’m not the

technical lead, but I do manage them in the sense of more tra-

ditional project management.” [Scrum Master/Manager]. 

From a group development perspective (as presented in the

ection 2 ), helping the group with conflict management is key to

rogress in stage two of the group development. Only describing the

esired end-state of agile high performing teams seems to have gained

oothold with some practitioners and the road to getting there (i.e.

he great need of good situational leadership) seems to be lacking.

nother interviewee with more overall responsibility of different

gile teams also highlighted the importance of good leadership in

rder to move the teams forward. 

“At least it’s very critical, at least from what I’ve seen, to have

some leaders on the team that can help kind of drive and push

and continue to elevate the team as the cycle moves along.”

[Responsible for (and initiator of) the agile transition]. 

Another interviewee described a bad experience with task vol-

nteering since all seven group members worked on the same

ask and did not take responsibility for when it would be finished.

herefore, the interviewee stated that there is no possibility for

ask volunteering at that point in time. From a group developmental

erspective, group members will not volunteer for tasks to a large ex-

ent when the group is less mature. Newly formed work-groups in fact

enefit from more directive leadership in the beginning, which should

ot be seen as a failure. 

ollocation issues. All interviewees replied that their agile teams

ould have benefited a lot from being collocated, if they were

ot. All of them also explained how clearly they see a difference

hen they are collocated and then spread out. What the inter-

iewees all said they do to bridge the gap is very much in line

ith the research conducted by Noll et al. (2010) and presented in

ection 1 (i.e. site visits, synchronous communication technology,

nd knowledge sharing infrastructure). However, when one inter-

iewee compared the new agile team-based organization with a
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mix of collocated and distributed teams, they see a clear difference

in the success of building these teams. 

“In IT for a while even before agile the IT people didn’t have

assigned desks or space. They have a universal hotelling set

up. People were not used to go to one desk every day. When

agile puts people in the same room, they got some space to

be proud of. Now they got a place to go to and count on it.

That structure was beneficial. The distributed teams continued

within the non-belonging. The camaraderie or team identity,

and hold each other accounted, are still problems within the

distributed teams.” [Enterprise agile coach]. 

Four of the interviewees only explained the vast difference and

that collocation is utterly important and tried to have as many site

visits as possible, especially in the beginning with newly formed

teams. However, two interviewees saw it a bit differently. Since it

is often a matter of resources having to be distributed (as men-

tioned by four of the interviewees), six of the interviewees were

trying to create their own virtual process that would build as much

team spirit as possible (i.e. move the group through their develop-

ment) . One interviewee even state that having an agile process

with distributed teams is a must in order to even have a chance

at building a team at all. 

“I think that, again there are people within [the company], and

I’m sure everywhere, who feel that you can’t do real agile if

your team is not collocated, and if the members aren’t dedi-

cated. Not only do I disagree with that but I also think that

it really helps in a distributed atmosphere /.../. The way you

get these people together in these intensive meetings everyday.

I think it really speeds up the team coalescing, the storming

phase pretty early on to work stuff out.” [Scrum Master/project

manager]. 

One had an idea of using video in addition to audio, and an-

other one had created team building ceremonies online with open

discussion meetings where everyone dialed in, filled out backlog

items together, and had a morning routine of looking at the new

burn-down chart together online. Making use of modern technology

in such a way is of course a very good idea from a group developmen-

tal perspective. Having a strong leader that sets such a psychological

contract of the process and who does not skip such practices even in

the storming phase of Stage two, is of course a key. One interviewee

had a more traditional work-group transitioning to an agile process

and explained the great advantages of having daily stand-ups, since

remote resources actually felt more as a part of the team with such

a practice in place. 

When discussing collocation one interviewee strongly under-

lined the fact that collocation must be in the same room having

the desks like an enclave so that one can lean over and commu-

nicate in a second. Having people in different rooms was stated as

bad as having resources in different countries. 

“I just think that, if you are collocated your communication

level just goes up exponentially. I’m even talking about, you

know, feet versus yards versus different floors. If you can be

within feet of each other it’s so much better. Collaboratively and

as far as levels of communications, but as soon as you’re on a

separate floor, well I think the difference between a separate

floor and [a country on another continent but the same time-

zone] is about the same distance. If that makes sense.” [Agile

responsible at a PMO]. 

The discipline of agile project management. Three of the intervie-

wees spoke about that they had heard that agile is more laissez-

faire and less controlled than more traditional approaches to

projects. However, their practical experience with agile project
anagement was exactly the opposite, i.e. more disciplined be-

ause of the even work rhythm and daily ceremonies. 

“The one disadvantage, I don’t even know if this is a disadvan-

tage, but there are some temperaments that don’t lend them-

selves well to the kind of discipline that this requires in terms

of showing up to a meeting on time. Inevitably, there will be

one team member that just can’t get there on time. And that’s

frustrating. So I would say the structure is not flexible. It’s not

meant to flexible, and there are some people that just cannot

deal with that.” [Scrum Master/project manager]. 

They all mentioned the fact that when transitioning to an agile

rocess, some issues surfaced that were invisible before, such as

verallocation, over-staffing, projects stalling, and people not deliv-

ring on time. 

“That [responsiveness to change] is probably the biggest [advan-

tage], and the visibility and accountability. Some people would

think that agile is less disciplined, but in reality I think agile

is more disciplined. Because you create that visibility and that

accountability on a daily basis rather than, like in a typical wa-

terfall project a lot of times there is a check-in a week later /.../.

And it’s a little bit out of site, out of mind. Whereas the agile

methodology keeps it in the forefront, and you really can’t say

things like: ‘I didn’t look at that.’ too many days in a row with-

out it standing out. I think one of the things we kind of say is

that agile doesn’t like low performers because they stand out.

So that’s one of the benefits: that you can recognize that some-

body is not performing well, because things are being delayed

delayed delayed, or during the daily stand-ups you quickly see

that they are either not focused on the project or the work. Or

you might have a skill gap or something like that. /.../ they stick

out like a soar thumb. And what happens is that they can drag

the whole team down because it can be infectious, so to speak.”

[Agile responsible at a PMO]. 

From a group development point of view, all team members need

o contribute and be needed for the group-goal fulfillment, which

eans that group membership is at least as important as group lead-

rship for the group to develop to a high performing team. 

eams already agile before implementing agile practices. Four of the

nterviewees mentioned that the transition to an agile approach

as very easy for some teams, since they were already working in

uch manner even before the introduction of agile practices. which,

rom an agile consultancy point of view (the view that agile project

anagement is something new), would be impossible. However, this

lso supports the idea that the concept of an “agile team” cannot be

ntirely new and connecting it to group maturity would partially ex-

lain why practitioners hear, and experience, so many success stories

f such teams. 

“So this ever-adapting mindset of agile, well, this team is very

suitable for that and very receptive to that approach. It has a

lot of creative and very engaged people on it, they love that

they have the freedom to change things and improve where it

makes sense. So this is why this team grew through agile.” [Ag-

ile project manager]. 

“It has been an easier adjustment if the team was more or less

working that way anyway.” [Overall responsible for the agile

transition]. 

Another interviewee also stated that the high performing teams

dopted agile principles and practices very easily, and that it just

rovided some structure and where to focus from a priority per-

pective. 
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xplicit group developmental aspects. Nine of the interviewees ex-

licitly made connection between group development and building

gile teams, as opposed to traditional teams. One interviewee said

hat, with the agile practices, new members get integrated into the

eams much faster and quickly becomes a part of the “family” and

hat people on the team like to work with each other. Such inter-

ersonal attraction is a characteristic of a stage four group. Lifting

onflicts is also something that is enforced on the agile teams ac-

ording to another interviewee, something that might be more dif-

cult for some developers who are not used to such openness. 

“The challenge is maybe just changing the culture. [Interrup-

tion] it’s definitely different. People are uncomfortable talking

about the blockers that hinders the work being done for the

week. They aren’t used to speaking about those issues.” [Agile

team leader]. 

One company also implement indefinite agile teams that take

n different products and not projects, which means they have un-

erstood that once you succeed in building a high performing team,

he best you can do is challenge them with new projects and complex

asks. 

“I get the agile team up and running as an agile team and get

them executed in a high capacity manner. They are basically

centered on the enhancement and improvements of that prod-

uct and basically the team is an agile team indefinitely, which

means it never ends. Whereas in our case with projects, we will

get a project going and get the momentum going and just about

that time, they are really humming despond because the project

was done and they reached the benefits.” [Agile responsible at

a PMO]. 

When it comes to the causality discussion of if agile practices leads

o group maturity or if group maturity leads to agility, this boils,

gain, down to the definition of agility. As mentioned in the Section 2 ,

here is a known difference between “doing agile” and “being agile” as

ell as there is a difference between the agile principles and the agile

ractices. If we by “being agile” mean the agile principles and the cul-

ural change they imply, we believe we see support in our interview

ata for an overlap, or an interaction effect, between what is meant to

e an “agile team” and a mature group from a social psychology per-

pective. However, in practice, one interviewee stated that high per-

ormers can double their performance on an agile team compared

o being on a traditional project, but just because it is labeled as

n agile team and doing agile practices does not mean it is a high

erforming team, that depends on the group itself (i.e. the people

n it). Another interviewee also stated that as far as performance

oes, it is more about taking on roles the group members usually

o not take on in other teams, when joining one of the agile ones,

nd contributing more to the team’s effort and not the individuals’.

his also highlights the group maturity focus implied when transition-

ng to an agile approach. Four explicitly stated that transitioning to

gile teams is closely tied to developing the team from a “group

ynamics” perspective, meaning they define the main challenge as

he behavioral one (caused by continuously having to show results,

ommunicate, discuss, negotiate, always getting feedback from the

ustomer, taking responsibility, and being more reactive). 

“So it’s more about the relationship than the process, and mak-

ing sure we are more clear about the roles and responsibilities.”

[Responsible for (and initiator of) the agile transition]. 

ersonality. As mentioned in the Section 1 , personality has been a

opular starting point when investigating psychological aspects of

oftware engineering teams. Five of the interviewees in this study

lso highlighted the importance of hiring the right people and the

ssue of skill gaps. The same interviewees also mentioned the fact
hat, with the high intensity of agile, that type of work is probably

ot for everyone. People who are engage and get empowered will

ourish, but people who like to be given more direction in their

ork will not really be happy on an agile team, according to two

f the interviewees. One interviewee also stated that high perform-

ng individuals do not make good Scrum team members since they

ften do not bring the right approach and behavior needed to be a

eam player. Our data also confirms that both team working skills, as

ell as individual skills are desired when on an agile team, just like a

igh performing one is described in the group development theory. 

“I think for some people they have both skills, but for some it’s

very clear, especially in software development, where it’s clear

that some are excellent at their role, but are not actually in a

team, if that makes sense.” [Responsible for (and initiator of)

the agile transition]. 

When it comes to the dynamic (instead of static) view of per-

onalities, when developing a group into a team, people and their

ersonalities can change, which we also found support for. In the

roup development theory presented in the Section 2 , there is evi-

ence showing that people do change their personality traits and their

ehavior depending on their context at a given time. One intervie-

ee had an experience of strong introverts actually taking more

pace on their agile teams and surprised the managers with re-

ards to responsibility and drive. However, this interviewee also

greed with the other five stating that sometimes, a resource is

ot possible to integrate into the team at that point in time, but

t is important to not make the fundamental attribution error, but

nstead also look at the contextual factors. 

“What I hear from my line manager who has several people

here in the team also very interesting for me, as a feedback he

says that he’s quite surprised by how active the guys become in

this team. So what you said about before/after. So it’s probably

as you said, they are interdependent. Agile requires that type

of teamwork. But to a certain extent it also motivates for it, it’s

what I would say.” [Scrum Master at a global IT organization]. 

We think this shows that agile project management is not the sil-

er bullet it is sometimes portrayed as in the agile literature. A major

art of it is building high performing teams, which is, and has always

een, difficult. 

.2. Correlation between GDQ4 and the agile measurement 

As can be seen in Table 3 , all agility factors were significantly

orrelated to the group maturity measurement. This implies that

he participants’ high and low scores on each item followed each

ther in a positive trend, i.e. a person scoring high on any of the

gile factors, also gave high scores to the GDQ Scale 4 items. In

rder to clarify the results we need to elaborate and discuss the

orrelations in connection to the interview results. This is done in

he next section ( Section 5 ). 

. Discussion 

The interview results show a large overlap between how ag-

le teams are described by practitioners and how high performing

eams are described in social psychology, and we therefore have

nswered our research question of how group maturity is con-

ected to building agile teams. The result shows that the people

esponsible for the agile process (coaches, Scrum Masters or man-

gers) all identify group issues as key success factors in building

heir agile teams. This might be evident to some, but the exten-

ive work on a psychological level when building agile teams is

ot recognized in the description of the agile frameworks as much
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Table 3 

Correlation matrix for all the agile factors and the GDQ Scale 4 mean values. 

Spearman’s ρ correlations ( N = 66 ) 

Measure A B C D E F 

A. GDQ Scale 4 (group maturity) 1 0.416 b 0.462 b 0.473 b 0.277 a 0.265 a 

B. Dedication to Teamwork and Results (agility) 0.416 b 1 0.305 a 0.400 b 0.445 b 0.501 b 

C. Open Communication (agility) 0.462 b 0.305 a 1 0.398 b 0.391 b 0.388 b 

D. Agile Planning (agility) 0.473 b 0.400 b 0.398 b 1 0.436 b 0.333 b 

E. Leadership Style (agility) 0.277 a 0.445 b 0.391 b 0.436 b 1 0.317 b 

F. Honest Feedback to Management (agility) 0.265 a 0.501 b 0.388 b 0.333 b 0.317 b 1 

a p < .05 
b p < .01 
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t  
as seems to be needed, i.e. they are key success factors implic-

itly worked on by practitioners. The interviewees’ comparisons of

their previous methods and the transition to an agile approach in-

dicate that such a journey cannot succeed without the group de-

velopment being in focus and worked on extensively. This means

that work-groups trying to become more agile might be helped by

adding the group psychology perspective to understand what they

need in addition to the concrete process they aim at implement-

ing, however, this remains to be explored. It might at least help

agile teams to further understand the connections between the ag-

ile principles and the agile practices and what the differences are

in practice. 

The correlation analysis also support the connections between

the concepts and imply that the agile factors try to pinpoint much

of what is captured in the group maturity measurement. The high-

est correlations between agility and group development were be-

tween: 

• GDQ4 correlated to “Dedication to Teamwork and Results” ( ρ =
0 . 416 ) and to “Open Communication” ( ρ = 0 . 462 ) and to “Agile

Planning” ( ρ = 0 . 473 ). 

This means that, if we assume that the agile factors measure

some aspects of agility, a more mature group as defined in group

psychology is also a more agile group, which confirms the results

in Gren et al. (2015a ). However, the current study provides an un-

derstanding of how practitioners work on these psychological as-

pects and their reasoning of the connection between agility and

group maturity. Since the group developmental aspects are some-

what worked on by practitioners “under the hood,” explicitly ex-

tending the agile models with that of group development might

help agile implementations to succeed better and faster. The fact

that the agile factors are correlated internally as well, indicates and

provides support for their own internal consistency (a reliability

aspect in validation of measurements). 

In group development theory a group needs, as a mean value, 6

months to become high performing ( Wheelan, 2009 ). Groups that

have met less than 6 months are more unlikely to be high per-

forming and therefore this study shows that they might be less

agile in their work methods as well. 

We would also like to highlight the fact that, in this study, both

the group development and the agility measurements were self-

reported and on individual level, and therefore the connection is

only between the individuals’ perceived effective group work and

perceived agility level. As presented in Section 2 , the notion of

the importance of the team in software engineering is not new

( Weinberg, 1998 ), nor is the need to adapt the team coaching to

group readiness ( Adkins, 2010 ). However, these are anecdotal sto-

ries in popular books that do not provide a scientific approach to

finding support for such claims. We believe this study provides

some scientific evidence of the importance of the psychological as-

pects of group development when building agile teams. 
Another issue is that behavioral software engineering ( Lenberg

t al., 2015 ) aspects is often not in the curriculum of computer

cience education ( Yu, 2014 ). This means that most technical staff

ack the tools and approaches to deal with the psychological as-

ects of building teams. In the interviews, it was clear that the suc-

essful agile coaches must have obtained such knowledge either by

aving a different educational background or through reading such

iterature on their own. 

We would also like to mention the lower correlations between

he agile measurements of “Leadership Style” and “Honest Feed-

ack to Management” and GDQ Scale 4. We believe those man-

gement aspects are poor measurements of agility since they are

aken from Sidky’s (2007) way of measuring agile potential, and

ot existing agility. Surely, a manager can stop the team from

ecoming agile through directive and controlling leadership, but

hat is not a good measurement of what characteristics an agile

nd mature group has. In addition, the leader needs to act dif-

erently depending on the group’s development stage (but also

ollower readiness as presented by Hersey et al. (20 0 0) ), which

eans that the function of a Scrum Master (a Scrum facilitator that

nly guides the process and facilitates instead of directing) will be

ery difficult in a newly formed group. This paradox makes the ag-

le practice of self-organizing teams something not to strive for if

he group is immature (then the group development will be faster

ith clearer and more directive leadership). At these first stages,

he group needs aspects of safety, inclusion, order, and structure,

hich means the group will not accept “agile” leadership. Only af-

er the group has created a unified group culture and structure,

ill it be possible for the manager (Scrum Master) to withdraw

nd let the work-group be self-organizing. 

All in all, the two concepts (i.e. measurements), one taken from

ocial psychology and the other from software engineering, are

onnected and we have an overlap with what we mean by an agile

ork-group and how a mature group is defined in social psychol-

gy. As mentioned before, this could be seen as a circular argu-

ent since effective team characteristics should also be true for ef-

ective agile teams, however, the details regarding how more agility

mplies more group maturity have not been research previously. It

ight be obvious that the apple falls from the tree to the ground,

ut having a model to explain the acceleration is still very use-

ul. We think the link to group developmental psychology could

rovide useful guidance and some predictability to understanding

eam agility, and since “agility” is an undefined construct in both

cademia and industry, defining parts of we mean by an “agile

eam” as “building a high performing team” from a psychological

erspective would be a useful definition and make the notion of

n “agile team” easier to grasp and understand. 

.1. Validity threats 

The qualitative part of this study made it possible to assess how

he agile practitioners work on group developmental issues in their
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gile process with higher internal validity, i.e. we could ask about

he connections and causality from the perspective of the intervie-

ee. The reliability of the qualitative interviews is, of course, lower

ince it is difficult to replicated such a design in detail. However,

he survey used provide higher reliability since the exact same

uestionnaire can be distributed again. One of the largest threat

n the quantitative part is the agility measurement, and since that

ool is not thoroughly validated we cannot say with certainty that

t measures aspects of agility (i.e. the agility measurement has is-

ues with both content and construct validity). Furthermore, we

ave a too small sample (66 participants from four different or-

anizations) in the survey to statistically assess the validity of the

gility measurement. Therefore, the quantitative part of this study

hould only be seen as a complement to the interview study that,

t least, do not contradict the qualitative result. Both the qualita-

ive and quantitative data have, therefore, low external validity and

e cannot generalize to a larger population of IT work group mem-

ers. In addition, we only looked at the individuals’ perception of

gility and group maturity, which makes generalization to groups

omething we should do with care. This exploratory study should

e seen as a descriptive first step in understanding how group ma-

urity and the concept of an “agile team” are connected. 

. Conclusions and future work 

This paper set out to see how building agile teams is connected

o group maturity. Through qualitative data from interviews and

uantitative ditto from a survey, we have found that an agile team

as many similarities to a mature group. This could increase the

nderstanding of agility and partly help define an “agile team”

ince group maturity actually is one of the dimensions of agility.

hese findings are important contributions to both industry and

cademia since they might provide useful guidance and some pre-

ictability to understanding team agility. This study is descriptive

n its nature since we wanted to try to explain the work being con-

ucted implicitly by practitioners on the psychological dimension

f building agile teams. 

In future research, also measuring the other group development

tages by their corresponding scales would provide an understand-

ng of how “agility” is connected to other types of challenges that

roups go through in their more immature stages. Adding other

ependent variables like, for instance, code quality and/or team

roductivity in further studies, would make an investigation on the

nteraction effect between agility and group maturity on such vari-

bles possible. Future work could develop more specific guidelines

or how software development teams at different maturity levels

dopt agile principles and practices differently. We also think stud-

es with larger samples, both on individual perception, but more

mportantly on group-level would provide further understanding of

ow the psychological dimension integrates into different aspects

f agility. 

It would also be interesting to investigate if there is a correla-

ion between the concrete agile practices and the group’s maturity.

e suggest that if such a study is to be conducted, or equivalent,

he tool created by So and Scholl (2009) ) would be useful since it

s validated on a larger sample ( N = 227 ) and include such concrete

gile practices as a set of survey items. It would also be fascinating

o analyze the verbal communication connected to group develop-

ent in agile teams and compare them to non-agile ones by us-

ng Sequential Analysis of Verbal Interaction (S.A.V.I.) for example

 Simon et al., 20 0 0 ) or to data-mine developers’ chat logs in their

irtual work-place. 
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